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What’s an enviro:bit?

BME280 
A digital humidity, 

temperature & 
pressure sensor

TCS3472
A colour and 
light sensor

MEMS 
microphone



How to install the enviro:bit library

1. Go to MakeCode and click on 
the Advanced part of the menu.

5. After a few seconds, you 
should see your new package in 
the menu.

2.Choose “add package” 
from the menu.

3. In the pop-up that appears, 
type in the URL of your chosen 
package, or search keywords.

4.  Pick your package from the 
results. 

6. Have a 
browse at the 
commands. 
Enjoy!



Trying out the sound sensor

Limitations:
Auto-scaling means silence results in a full graph.
Tap to reset scale.
No smoothing



Clap on, clap off

Limitations:
Need to set sensitivity level to 
cope with your own background 
noise and clapping style



Using the envirobit in experiments
Categoric

Continuous

Interval

Resolution

Accurate (closer to known value)

Precision (consistency)

Random error

Systematic error

Zero error



Using the envirobit in experiments



Colours from RGB values



Classroom activity - RGB colours
Task - use continuous RGB data to sort objects into categories.
Skills - colour recognition, greater than/less than mathematics, 

pattern matching, data recording

1. Record the RGB data of as many 
objects as you can find.

2. Note down the colour of each object 
(your opinion).

3. Using the RGB checker, how close is 
the reading to the colour you saw 
with your eyes?

4. Why do you think there are 
differences? (What might affect the 
readings?)



Datalogging

GCSE Science skills: AT 1 Use of 
appropriate apparatus to measure 
mass, time and temperature 
accurately.



“I call this the noselogger”





edu.pimoroni.com



How to order with schools discount at 
wholesale.pimoroni.com:

1. Create an 
account.

2. Put stuff in your basket.

3a. Get a quote and get 
your finance dept to raise 
a purchase order.

3b. Or just pay using a 
credit card or PayPal.



Starter packs for schools - £300 / £450


